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CHA I R MAN ’ S
REV I EW
TREVOR DEED
> CHAIRMAN

IT HAS BEEN SAID TO ME that the test of any successful business is how it
weathers a storm. A lot has changed since our successful centennial celebrations last
year; it seems hard to believe that that was actually less than twelve months ago.
In many ways the last season has been a disappointing one – we have not made the
progress of previous years that was possible on some issues. Decisions we had made
as a Board on growth had to be recast as the economic realities have impacted NZRB
revenues and profitability.
We have had to prune our costs, and unfortunately stakes, as an immediate response
to funding reductions. It is expected that this revised position is sustainable given the
financial forecasts we have seen and produced.
We should be mindful of the catch cry “never waste a good crisis” – our industry, and
yes our Code too, still has an enormous amount of opportunity to change the way
we have historically done things - all things. In our Code I believe that there is enough
respect and foresight to at least consider alternative models for the future.
We have an analysis of our dates and costs that shows we could have significant
further revenue and cost optimisation opportunities by re-jigging our dates calendar
for future seasons. The implementation of this will need to be worked through both
with the industry and our Clubs in a manner that shows some future foresight and
mutual understanding.
As my tenure as a director comes to an end it is timely to reflect on some learnings over
the past seven years for the benefit of all. The industry does not move quickly and in
some ways we have been able to out perform the other Codes. In my view we need to
understand three key aspects of the industry as we look forward to the future.

WE OPERATE IN A GLOBAL BUSINESS
The decision by the NZRB and Codes in 2007 to form an alliance with Tabcorp means
that we really are part of a global business. The New Zealand racing product is viewed
globally and I have no doubt this coverage will extend further in the future.
This brings the need for much more consistency in our product and presentation in
everything from race start times to form guides.
During the last year much has been made of the inconsistencies in standards across
our industry, and our Code has had its fair share of public criticism. The Board has been
frustrated by the constant stream of issues, impacting both Clubs and licenced persons.
We all need to understand that racing survives on wagering and not the other way
around and that as the size of the financial stakes increase for all those involved, so too
does the expectation of quality standards and a reduced tolerance for mediocrity.
Our Code must continue to work hard to increase our overall standards of
presentation, both in wagering information and on track.
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"OUR CODE MUST CONTINUE
TO WORK HARD TO INCREASE
OUR OVERALL STANDARDS OF
PRESENTATION, BOTH IN WAGERING
INFORMATION AND ON TRACK "

A UNITED FUTURE IS CRITICAL

LEADERSHIP IS UNDERVALUED

In a global market only the strong survive. I believe that we have
to acknowledge that the world has moved on – and that racing
hasn’t to the extent that it should have in the last twenty years
or so! We need to adopt a more centralist and agreed set of
strategies for the future of New Zealand racing.
I am not advocating mergers and amalgamation (although that
may come at some distant point), but we can do a lot as a Code
and an industry to act in a more coherent and commercial way
that will bring enhanced financial security.

As a Code we have driven hard by making decisions and just
getting on with business. I believe this focus has contributed to
our positive performance just as much as the improved interest
and understanding of our strategies that our club members have
shown in recent years. Inevitably making the tough calls means
some decisions need revisiting or correcting along the way. In this
industry when you get it wrong you are never allowed to forget it
by those who will always pick holes; for those living in the past I
say, 'c'est la vie'.

Clubs need to recognise that they do not compete with each
other, and further, that if we are bold enough to consider and
indeed take a medium term view, regional and even national
decision making can be to the benefit of all. Our Board has
not been allowed to make the progress that it has wished to in
this area.

I think the size of the leadership challenge in the industry is taken
for granted. In my view this leadership needs to involve more club
input, not less. We all know the passion in our racing participants
and this positivity needs to be brought together in a way that
focuses clubs as a centre of participation and strategy. Our clubs
need to develop their sphere of influence as the Board has done.

Our decision to move into the Judicial Control Authority for the
new season is an example of this. It was something we resisted
for a long time in the expectation we could do it better ourselves.
Last year has shown that we can’t, so with an improved operating
model now in the JCA, we welcome the opportunity to take a
tri-code approach to non race day hearings.

We have created a base credibility that has been hard fought
and justifiably earned, both in our local industry and as part of
Greyhounds Australasia. This does not come without focussed
leadership and support for those out the front taking the heat.

I expect that this will be the first of a number of tri-code
developments in the next few years and hope that the leadership
of the NZRB can continue to bring the three Codes to a more
centralised future strategy for the benefit of the whole industry.
At a forecast 15% domestic market share for the next season we
have earned our “stripes” to be a significant contributor.

Changes to our Board composition including my own departure
now creates the opportunity for new leadership and different
perspectives, I wish you all well in the continued pursuit.
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CHIEF
EX ECUTI VE’ S
REV I EW
JEREMY F KENNERLEY
> CHIEF EXECUTIVE

THE YEAR ENDED 31 JULY 2009 was remarkably different from any that have
gone before and really can be best described as ‘bitter-sweet’. On the one hand the
Greyhound Code ran its richest ever race – the $250,000 Platinum Paws – and then
within a couple of months, the wider racing industry was facing significant wagering
contraction and consequential funding decreases.

WAGERING ENVIRONMENT
Greyhound racing has been impacted upon in 2009 by three significant factors:

• The two recessions in 2008 that have impacted New Zealand being the local drought
and then the global financial fall out;

• The anticipated changing corporate ownership and operating structure of the
Australian wagering market; and

• The changing nature of how people are wagering and the increased importance
of betting exchanges and the internet.
The impact of these factors has materialised in the following manner:

• Decreased funding from the NZRB to the Code for the 2009/10 racing season;
• Revised funding growth forecasts;
• Future Code funding uncertainty;
• Implementation of a programme of reduced stake levels for 2009/10,
commencing 1 April 2009; and

• Significant other expenditure cuts including the suspension of effectively all
marketing and promotion activities.

GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT
Aside from the generic industry trail off in the second half of the year, the greyhound
Code has consolidated the growth attained in previous years. There have been
favourable movements in all of the key greyhound participant indicators: race numbers,
annual nominations, annual starters, racing pool of greyhounds and greyhounds
imported. Statistics reflecting the measurement of licenced persons’ participation have
remained relatively constant.
In addition, GRNZ secured the agreement of the NZRB and the other Codes to race an
eighth time slot for the 2009/10 calendar. Through the NZRB and Tabcorp it was agreed
that greyhound racing is required at noon on a Wednesday and a Friday in addition to
the current Mondays, Tuesdays and Thursdays. As such the racing calendar was revisited
so that Friday noon greyhound racing could be accommodated. However, in the final
analysis, given the revised funding forecasts, GRNZ decided not to take this option up
for next season.
All racing opportunities, current and future, will be revisited as part of the 2010/11
dates process.
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"ON 11 JULY 2009 GRNZ
LAUNCHED ITS NEW WEBSITE
AND DATABASE AFTER OVER 15
MONTHS OF PLANNING, TESTING,
TRAINING AND HARD WORK "

INTEGRITY
GRNZ HAS TACKLED FOUR KEY FACETS OF INTEGRITY IN
THE 2008/09 SEASON.
FIRSTLY, the issue of anabolic steroids. GRNZ, together with
its Australian counterparts in Greyhounds Australasia and
following sample tests undertaken, has resolved to place a total
ban on all anabolic steroids and related drugs in dogs presented
to race. In addition, it has been resolved that an acceptable
licenced product in New Zealand, with the active ingredient
ethyloestrenol, will be acceptable for oestrus suppression in
bitches presented for racing.
In order to enforce this position the Association has to pass
the necessary rule amendments at the 2009 AGM, through
the NZRB ensure that the NZRLS has the necessary testing
capability and to publish the approved product(s) containing the
oestrus suppression ingredient. All being well, it is hoped that the
new regime can be enforced from 1 January 2010.
SECONDLY, the effectiveness of the current greyhound judicial
system. Specifically, the consistency, completeness and timeliness
of judicial charges, hearings and penalties were targeted for
improvement. The industry’s participants were advised late in
2008 that from 1 January 2009 a regime of zero tolerance was to
be implemented. Its sole objective was to ensure that GRNZ runs
its business effectively and that the unacceptable behaviour of
the minority neither reflects adversely on the vast majority nor
brings the Code into disrepute.
As expected it is proving a difficult task but one that is vital and
one that will be seen through to completion. Progress has been
mixed; whilst much success has been achieved in the bringing
of charges to those deserving and substantial penalties being
awarded (monetary or otherwise), there has been a real struggle
in getting the hearings, appeals and decisions completed in a
timely fashion. This area will remain a real focus for next season.
THIRDLY, the ongoing issue of microchipping. Despite advocacy
work at the time and unlike the powerful Federated Farmers
political lobby group, when the Dog Control Act 1996 was
amended a few years ago, greyhounds unfortunately were not
exempted as a working dog.
Recently, GRNZ has approached the Government again to try
and have greyhounds removed from the Act and this approach
has proved unsuccessful. At the same time the Association is
currently examining whether it can and/or should effectively
self-regulate the industry through its own microchipping regime.
Any self-regulated regime would need to be compatible with the
developments in Australia in order to facilitate the importation
of overseas greyhounds. Ironically the introduction of a selfregulated regime might in turn enable the industry to be
successfully granted exemption from the Dog Control Act.

FOURTHLY, a new database and website for the greyhound
industry. On 11 July 2009 GRNZ launched its new website and
database after over 15 months of planning, testing, training
and hard work. Special credit needs to be mentioned of Carla
Gardiner, GRNZ’s Project Manager, and Sandfield Associates
Limited, the contracted developer. The associated projects
were delivered before the commencement of the new racing
season, with minimal variance from agreed budget, delivering
the expected level of functionality and with no loss of customer
service either pre or post go live.
The new website and database have not only negated the
existing data risks that were present, but provide the code with
a robust platform for future needs and development.

INFRASTRUCTURE
Other than following up with venues when concerns with
racing surfaces were raised, GRNZ finalised the financial
loan arrangements for Manawatu GRC and completed the
construction of some more starting boxes under licence.
A couple of clubs received project funding assistance following
approval through the Racing Safety Development Fund scheme.

STAKEHOLDER RETURNS/CLUB
FUNDING POLICY
The 2008/09 season saw all stakes at their highest levels
ever, together with other significant returns to stakeholders
through the MTA voucher Reward Scheme for owners and the
Owners Breeders Incentive Scheme. The $20 voucher for each
unplaced greyhound that finished and the $400 (each) Breeder/
Owner schemes respectively, have been very well received by
the industry.
In contrast the 2008/09 Club Funding Policy provided most
greyhound racing clubs with an adequate level of funding for the
season and in many cases this was ‘topped up’ by clubs’ reserves.

FINANCIAL POSITION
A surplus will be achieved for the Association based on the
NZRB deciding to release the second half of the 2007/08
surplus, a reduction in group and feature stakes from 1 April
2009 and the implementation of a number of administrative
cost cutting measures.
The financial position of the Association remains strong as at
31 July 2009 with reserves of over $2.5m, comprising of at
least $2.2m in cash. However, the significant cash reserves are
earmarked for use in the 2009/10 season in order to sustain the
industry’s return to stakeholders while the current funding
crisis exists.
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PROFILE

RECOGNITION OF CONTRIBUTION

The 2008/09 season saw the industry receive an unprecedented
amount of profile and general awareness and Liz Redmond
and Liz Price (Communiqué) are to be thanked for their
endeavours in this regard. To mark the Association’s Centenary in
Christchurch in October 2008, GRNZ held a Centenary Dinner, a
stunning Gala Awards Evening and the running of the inaugural
Gold Band Finance’s $250,000 Platinum Paws 525m Class 5 race.

GRNZ recognised the contribution of two industry stalwarts at
the Annual Awards dinner by awarding life membership of the
Association to Messrs John McArthur and Thayne Green. I know I
speak on behalf of the whole industry in thanking them for their
outstanding contribution to greyhound racing over many years.
Please enjoy your recognition – you thoroughly deserve it!

The Centenary Dinner recognised those key individuals who
have contributed to the success and growth of the Code over
the years. As part of this wonderful occasion, two greyhounds
were inducted into the inaugural GRNZ Hall of Fame: Cecilia
Lloyd (dog) and Misty Anna (bitch). The attendees all watched
a 15 minute DVD of the Association’s development over the
years entitled "100 Years of Going to the Dogs". In addition,
Life Member Sam Fletcher’s book: "From Drag Hare Paddock to
Bramich Hare Stadium" was reprinted.
The Platinum Paws Cup was taken out by Australian challenger,
Size Does Matter, and the Code received notable radio and
television coverage both pre and post race. Events were
rounded off with a Gala Awards Dinner attended by over 300
people who were entertained by Commonwealth Games gold
medallist Dick Tayler.
GRNZ again produced a professional Annual Report developed
and designed to deliver the look and feel of what the Association
these days represents and how it wishes to be seen by all
external parties. In addition the monthly magazine containing
key information and race schedules for the licenced persons was
revamped and titled "On Track".
The first edition of a ‘coffee table’ style magazine "Lured"
was issued immediately after the celebratory events in late
October 2008. The magazine provides a great introductory
look at greyhound racing for those not infected with this
insidious disease.
Lastly, through the perseverance of Keith Coppins, and with
the assistance of the NZ Equine Industry Training Organisation,
GRNZ now has a Kennel Hand qualification which is registered
with the NZQA, and at the time of writing has 20 trainees
enrolled, with the first only months away from graduating.

I also wish to make special mention of outgoing director and
board Chairman, Trevor Deed. Trevor and I actually came to
GRNZ at the same time when we were appointed as two of
the three inaugural independents back in August 2002. Trevor
remained on the Board and has held the Chairman’s role
continuously since late 2003. I wish to formally record my
appreciation for the dedication, interest and time commitment
that Trevor has given to his role as Chairman of the Board of
greyhound racing throughout his tenure and specifically in
working with me as Chief Executive from October 2006.

APPRECIATION
My role as Chief Executive is completely dependent on the
Association’s staff diligently and professionally carrying out
their duties, together with the commitment, leadership and
governance skills of the Board’s Chairman and his fellow directors.
Trying to manage the Association’s activities and its ‘passionate’
participants is always a challenging task and so the efforts
and endeavours of the Association’s staff should always be
valued highly. Ross Gove, Racing Manager, has a particularly
thankless task in dealing with licenced persons over GRNZ's
Rules of Racing.
In closing I wish to thank all those in the industry, whether they
are employed with the clubs or the wider participants, who have
given their time, knowledge and skills to assist the Association
improve any aspect of the greyhound racing industry.

"THE CENTENARY DINNER RECOGNISED
THOSE KEY INDIVIDUALS WHO HAVE
CONTRIBUTED TO THE SUCCESS AND
GROWTH OF THE CODE OVER THE YEARS"
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RAC I N G
MAN AGER ' S
REV I EW
ROSS GOVE
> RACING MANAGER

LICENCED PERSONS
The number of licenced persons, whilst tracking relatively consistently throughout the
season, did not continue the same growth that has been evident over recent seasons.
Both public trainer and owner/trainer numbers remained consistent and whilst some
departed the trainer ranks, the fact that there was an influx of younger trainers, a
good deal of which were new to the sport, was very encouraging. Ownership numbers
increased, albeit marginally, and the recent trend of increases in those racing greyhounds
as part of syndicates was also pleasing. I regard the number of handlers involved in the
sport as a very valuable indicator of progress, particularly as it provides the Code with a
view to the future. Suffice to say then, the increase in handler numbers throughout the
season was a positive result.
From a personal perspective, I am again amazed by the fortitude and dedication
displayed by the training fraternity and in particular those who earn a living from the
sport – the endless hours these folk spent putting their racing teams through their paces
at home and at the track, not to mention the exhaustive travelling they undertake on
behalf of their loyal owners, is truly commendable.
One negative this season was the emergence of a small element of licenced persons
who felt compelled to display poor behaviour both on and off race courses. This was
disappointing, but stakeholders can rest assured that GRNZ management will continue
its painstaking vigil to rid the sport of this kind of behaviour. It unquestionably ruins
the enjoyment derived by most, and undermines the professionalism displayed by the
overwhelming majority of licenced persons.

CLUBS, VENUES & RACING PRODUCT
Clubs, which, together with the licenced person fraternity, form the lifeblood of the
sport, yet again showed increased levels of efficiency and professionalism. One has
only to look at the number, or more to the point, the lack of abandoned races which
transpired during the season. When comparing that to the number of races which were
lost through mechanical breakdown and the likes in my first year as Racing Manager (in
the 2004 season), one needs little convincing that Clubs have gone that extra yard to
provide a more reliable racing product. I believe without exception that all Clubs are to be
commended for this.
Management, with the help of a supportive Board, intends to continue its pursuit of
improvements in the all important race day procedural area (reporting, weighing &
kennelling etc). There can be no question that with the aid of technology the Code,
through its Clubs, can become vastly more efficient in this regard. Again however, the
fine efforts of volunteer staff at Clubs throughout the season must be acknowledged.
These hard working folk provided valuable service in roles which are frequently taken for
granted, but as ever were vital cogs in race day functionality.

"THE INCREASE IN HANDLER
NUMBERS THROUGHOUT THE
SEASON WAS A POSITIVE RESULT "
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"ONE THING IS FOR CERTAIN,
THE STEPS GRNZ HAS TAKEN
IN RECENT YEARS TO INCREASE
THE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL OF
CLUB CURATORS HAS REAPED
POSITIVE RESULTS "

RULES

VETERINARY CONFERENCE

There can be little question that the Code as a whole has become
more comfortable with the Rules which effectively adopted
a ‘start from scratch’ approach when introduced in 2006. I
personally believed then that this was always going to be the case,
but between then and now it has at times been a ‘baptism of fire’.

GRNZ facilitated the second of its Veterinary Surgeon
Conferences in Wellington in February 2009 and in my view
Keith Coppins did a good organisational job and it was extremely
successful. I am confident that we used the valuable experience
gleaned from the inaugural Conference in 2008 to excellent
effect in preparation for this season’s gathering.

From a purely selfish perspective, I was delighted to see that
throughout the 2008/09 season in particular, a number of the
sport’s higher profile stakeholders became more comfortable with
the Rules, and in particular the manner in which GRNZ interpreted
them, both through management and its Stewards. This is not to
say that all are now happy with the Rules’ content or indeed the
way in which they are routinely applied, but in reality one can
always find a way to put a different interpretation on any Rule
they choose to, and of course it is often dependent on how the
outcome will ultimately impact upon them personally. That said,
the absolute need for consistent application of the Rules is an area
management continues to emphasise to the Stewards.
It was also pleasing to note that the impending Rule Remit
process as part of the 2009 AGM will not result in wholesale
changes to what I would term some of the major or strategically
important Rules. There can be little doubt that consistent
changes to racing related Rules (as has been the case in recent
years), such as the one pertaining to weight variances, has an
unsettling effect on the racing product.

STIPENDIARY STEWARDS/RACEDAY REPORTING
The GRNZ Stewards performed their roles throughout the season
in what I considered were frequently trying environments. The
previously alluded to poor behavioural patterns displayed by a
very small faction of licenced persons often made the Stewards’
task a difficult one, not to mention the detrimental effect it had
on their capacity to perform all of their other important race day
functions. We shouldn’t lose sight either of the fact that on race
days alone the Stewards oversaw close to 4.200 races during the
course of 370 race meetings, were responsible for ensuring that
the Rules were adhered to and at the same time worked with
Clubs to ensure that the racing product was of the desired quality.
I am frequently quizzed on the content and accuracy of the
Race Day Reports the Stewards produce in respect of each
race meeting. Whilst I can honestly say that over the not too
recent history the standard of reporting was on occasion what
I personally consider to be of average quality, particularly in
the all-important area of consistency, I am comfortable that in
general terms the reports posted for the 2008/09 season were of
a very good standard.
Whilst some stakeholders disputed this at times and on occasion
let me know their feelings accordingly, I frequently found that
such criticism was often borne out of wagering frustration or
to put a finer point on it, folk ‘voting with their wallets’. Again,
depending on one's perspective, there will undoubtedly always
be different interpretations placed on these reports but on the
whole I am satisfied that they represent a fairly accurate report
of events which have transpired on race day.

Some may question the wisdom of such meetings but in reality
they are a vital tool in tapping in to the collective knowledge
of these professionals who in my opinion play a tremendously
important role in the integrity of the sport. Areas such as
consistency of stand downs, on and off race day treatments,
specific injury diagnosis, drugs, drug testing and general
greyhound welfare issues were discussed during the conference, as
well as a host of other important issues pertaining to their roles.
GRNZ was cognizant of the need to have its Stewards attend
the conference, as the ongoing working relationship between
themselves and the Veterinary Surgeons is a vital one.

TRACK CURATOR'S CONFERENCE
The 2008 GRNZ Track Curator's Conference took place in
Wanganui in December 2008. As was the case with the previous
conferences there was a good deal of benefit derived by those
in attendance. Whilst there is no doubt that no two tracks are
identical (layout and surface-wise), there is nonetheless much to
be gained from the pooling of the collective knowledge of all of
the venues’ curators, some of whom are vastly experienced in the
skill of track preparation.
One thing is for certain, the steps GRNZ has taken in recent
years to increase the knowledge and skill of club curators has
reaped positive results. Granted, there are always one-off
instances whereby surfaces were prepared in what the majority
would consider a ‘marginal’ condition throughout the season,
but generally speaking I believe Clubs and their curators went to
great lengths to prepare good, but most importantly safe racing
surfaces. Long may this continue as we always remember that
the greyhounds’ health and wellbeing must come first.

GREYHOUND WELFARE
It is with considerable pleasure that I am able to confirm that of
the multitude of kennel inspections GRNZ’s Stewards conducted
throughout the season I can recall virtually no instances where
the accommodation in which greyhounds were being domiciled
was of a less than satisfactory condition. This is a far cry from as
recently as four to five seasons ago when, to be frank, we were
frequently confronted with situations whereby we were forced to
close down kennels and/or move greyhounds on to more suitable
environments. Full marks to trainers for their efforts in this regard
and long may the current trend continue.
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INTEGRITY
Throughout the course of the season,1,899 starters were drug
tested – compared with 1,825 tested in the 2007/08 season.
Of these, three returned positive tests, the majority of which
were proven to be acts of negligence rather than deliberate
administration of prohibited substances.
Of course much has been made of the contentious issues
surrounding steroids and oestrus suppression in racing bitches in
the latter part of the season, but GRNZ remains confident that its
current drug testing regime is stringent. That said, the Code and
indeed the racing industry as a whole, continues to reaffirm its
commitment to applying additional resource to further develop
the technology used in this all important area. Undoubtedly, a
completely level playing field for all involved in our great sport
continues to be the ultimate goal.
The impending changes to the judicial structure of the wider
industry (through its affiliations with the Judicial Control
Authority) will in the longer term undoubtedly result in inquiry/
hearing procedures altering, but in the short term GRNZ will
continue to engage the services of independent tribunals to
hear ‘big ticket’ cases. From a personal perspective I was pleased
to note that with some of the watershed (and firm) decisions
reached by such panels throughout the season, the message is
finally getting through to those who are recidivist offenders that
they have to ‘lift their games’ as poor behaviour will no longer
be tolerated.

RACING HIGHLIGHTS
The season, like so many others over recent times, produced a
number of racing highlights, the spoils of which were secured
by some brilliant greyhounds prepared by some thoroughly
dedicated and professional trainers.
The Greyhound of the Year title, despite still attracting debate
amongst some stakeholders owing to its points based format,
was deservedly taken out by the Neville Robson owned and
Brendon Cole trained bitch, Hifi Allegro. The flying daughter of
Brett Lee and Hot Treasure is a blueblood for sure, but breeding
aside, she showed devastating speed and commitment in
registering 25 wins and securing her connections nearly $50,000
in stakes. All associated with this wonderful greyhound are to
be congratulated.
It would be fair to say that the majority of the Code’s middle
distance ‘blue ribbon’ events were relatively evenly spread
amongst a number of high class greyhounds, but in my view,
the shining light in this category, was Winsome Uno. Prior to her
untimely injury in May 2009, the Fahey trained bitch showed
the X-factor in recording victories in the rich Auckland Cup and
then the NZ Oaks against her own sex. Her bankroll of just shy of
$130,000 in stakes was testimony to her undoubted class.
In the latter part of the season a very classy stayer emerged as
one of the finest seen in these shores for some time in Varvatos.
The Gary Harding owned and trained son of champion sire Big
Daddy Cool arrived in this country with a big reputation and in
the space of fourteen starts recorded seven wins and secured
close to $80,000 in stakes, his most memorable performance
being an end-to-end win by nearly ten lengths in the time

honoured Duke of Edinburgh Silver Collar at Manukau - a truly
stunning performance from a big, strong greyhound with
tremendous stamina and class.
I personally took particular pleasure in seeing locally bred
greyhounds having a very successful season and this was no more
in evidence than by the top results achieved by breeders such as
Garry Cleeve. Indeed Garry’s Willy What ex Love of History breed
produced some fantastic results and culminated in Know Love
being crowned NZ Bred Greyhound of the Year.
On the licenced person front, John McInerney was again the
nation’s top trainer by virtue of the fact that his charges
stood atop the dais on 441 occasions. Yet another remarkable
achievement from John but I am sure he will be the first to
acknowledge the huge effort put in by his hard working team
who played a vital part in gaining these results. Wholehearted
congratulations again go to the entire McInerney team at both
the Homebush and recently established Marton bases.
The Trainers Strike Rate title was taken out by Gary Harding who
enjoyed tremendous success with the small but select team he
presented to race throughout the season. To truly understand
Gary’s achievement strike rate wise, it is important to note that
from the 59 starters he presented to race, he secured 25 wins,
18 placings and amassed $100,000 in stakes. Small wonder then,
that when the final numbers were crunched for the Strike Rate
prize, Gary had distanced his opposition by some margin.
The Platinum Paws, which was contested for a remarkable
$250,000 purse at Addington in late 2008, was unquestionably
a highlight. While the race itself and the concept of such a large
prize did result in some questioning, from my perspective the
race unquestionably resulted in major exposure for the sport on
both sides of the Tasman. More importantly I believe, it resulted
in ‘Joe Public’ being made aware not only of our existence but
that we have a real place in society as a wagering, sporting
and entertainment product. The race itself was a fantastic
spectacle and whilst New Zealand's best put up a gallant fight,
the ultimate spoils went to a Queensland raider in the shape of
Size Can Matter. He was a truly special greyhound and deserved
his success.
As ever, I would also like to acknowledge all of those who despite
putting in the hard yards day in and out, were not rewarded with
titles such as those described above. Your tireless endeavours are
most certainly worth acknowledgement.

"…A TRULY STUNNING
PERFORMANCE FROM A BIG,
STRONG GREYHOUND WITH
TREMENDOUS STAMINA AND CLASS "
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G REY H OUN D S
A S PETS
THE GREYHOUNDS AS PETS (GAP) programme experienced a third good year
(2008/2009) of growth with continuing support from licenced persons and an increasing
level of interest from the public.
JACQUI EYLEY
> PROGRAMME DIRECTOR
GREYHOUNDS AS PETS

STRUCTURE
The programme has achieved its medium term goal with the addition of a kennel base in
the South Island. The agreement with boarding kennels in Amberley follows the existing
model. Improved access to the South Island market should see an increase in the number
of dogs entered and adopted in this region. Agreements have also been established
for Regional Co-ordinators in all three regions, enabling GAP to achieve a presence
throughout the country.

ADOPTIONS
A total of 159 adoptions were processed during the year, significantly exceeding targets
and representing an increase of 40% on the previous year. An impressive 53% of
greyhounds adopted through the programme are living in homes with cats.

ENTRIES
The programme is well supported and has become an accepted part of the industry
with many licensed persons now considering GAP a natural end to their dogs’ racing
career. The change in attitude has however resulted in an increase in the percentage of
greyhounds considered unsuitable for rehoming as many owners wish to give all their
dogs a chance.

SPONSORSHIP AND FUNDRAISING
Greyhound Racing New Zealand is the programme’s primary sponsor contributing
$146,790 in the 2008-2009 year. This covers around 55% of the programme’s total
expenses. The industry’s financial support is greatly appreciated and is a principal factor
in the programme’s rapid growth.
Donations from supporters are increasing with over $16,000 donated this year plus
an additional $12,000 donated from a fundraising event (thank you Craig Rendell).
Conversely grant approvals have declined slightly with $15,000 of approvals. It is likely
that funding from Community Trusts will prove harder to obtain as funds available for
distribution reduce and competition among not-for-profits increases.
In addition to product sponsors, Petware and Virbac, many services are provided on a pro
bono basis including our major benefactors Saatchi & Saatchi and i-site which provided
advertising valued at $85,370. The total value of all donated goods and services for the
year is estimated at $131,786.

THE FUTURE
In 2009/2010 the programme will have two main aims. The first will be to expand the
programme’s coverage further with the addition of the new volunteer role of Area
Co-ordinator. The second aim will be to increase fundraising activities to bridge the
gap between cost and income from each dog put through the programme. To this end
the adoption fee is being increased to $380 from April 2009. The new price will include
council registration and the GAP Guide to Adopting a Greyhound - a resource to help new
owners settle their greyhounds into pet life.
This third year of operation has proved an excellent consolidation year for GAP. The work
of the programme is now widely known and the greyhound considered by many to be a
wonderful family pet.

PROGRAMME STATISTICS
Regional breakdown of trainers/LPs and GAP owners

Greyhound movements

(as at 24 february 2009)

Apr 08/
Mar 09

Apr 07/
Mar 08

Apr 06/
Mar 07

Entries

167

130

91

Dogs unsuitable

36

16

12

Adoptions

159

114

90

Returns

29

17

9

Dogs in homes

130

97

81

Area

Trainers/LPs

GAP Owners

Change on
previous year

Change on
previous year

Northern Districts

33

-

99

Central Districts

56

^16%

106

Southern Districts

22

^57%

Overseas
TOTAL

34

^ 59%
^ 37%
^ 100%

3
111

242
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GOV ERN A N C E
GREYHOUND RACING NEW ZEALAND (“GRNZ”) is the trade
name of the New Zealand Greyhound Racing Association of
New Zealand (“NZGRA” or “the Association”). GRNZ is an
incorporated society consisting of the 12 registered member
greyhound racing Clubs throughout New Zealand.
GRNZ and its 12 Clubs are recognised in the Racing Act 2003
as a constituent part of the New Zealand racing industry. The
racing industry is governed by the New Zealand Racing Board
(“NZRB”) in accordance with the Racing Act 2003. The NZRB is
required to provide governance and oversight to the industry
and GRNZ through approval of the annual GRNZ Statement of
Intent and Business Plan.

ROLE OF THE GRNZ BOARD
The Board is responsible for setting the strategic direction of GRNZ
in accordance with its ultimate responsibility, that being to promote
and advance greyhound racing, registration, breeding, safety and
welfare in New Zealand.
The Board takes a disciplined commercial approach to its role
which includes reviewing and approving the Statement of Intent
and annual Business Plan, approving major infrastructure decisions
and club investments, monitoring the financial performance of the
Association, appointing and reviewing the performance of the Chief
Executive and ensuring the integrity of governance and greyhound
advocacy at an industry and political level.
The Board has delegated certain of its powers to Committees of the
Board, and the day-to-day management of the Association to the
Chief Executive and the Management team. These delegations are
summarised in a Governance Charter (which documents the terms
of reference of each Committee and the Association’s Delegations
Policy to the Chief Executive) and by relevant minuted meetings and
resolutions of the Board.

BOARD COMMITTEES
The Board has five formally constituted committees, these being
– the Racing Committee, the Dates Committee, the Finance and
Audit Committee, the Integrity Committee, and the Personnel and
Remuneration Committee.
A brief overview of the matters dealt with during the
year is as follows:

RACING COMMITTEE
CHAIRED BY JOHN McARTHUR
The Committee meets in advance of the Board meeting to discuss and
review various racing and rule specific matters on behalf of the Board. The
Committee oversaw the appointment of the two new independent
directors who will commence their duties in October 2009.

DATES COMMITTEE
CHAIRED BY TREVOR DEED
The Dates Committee met during the year in conjunction with the
New Zealand Racing Board process to establish licence allocations
to clubs for the 2009/2010 season.

FINANCE AND AUDIT COMMITTEE
CHAIRED BY TREVOR DEED
The Finance Committee meets as required and is responsible
for advising the Board on the financial policies and the financial
position of GRNZ.
The Committee developed and reviewed the stake level changes and
the draft funding policy to the clubs as prepared by Management.
The Board approved the updated funding policy once clarity of
the updated NZRB funding had been received. In addition the
Committee reviewed and recommended the 2009/10 operating and
capital budgets for adoption.

PERSONNEL & REMUNERATION COMMITTEE

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

CHAIRED BY MAURO BARSI

Where any GRNZ director has a conflict of interest, or is otherwise
interested in any transaction, that director is required to disclose his
or her conflict of interest and thereafter will generally, not normally,
be able to vote in relation to the relevant matter. The Association
maintains disclosure of interests declared in its minutes.

The Committee during the year advised the Board on the process
of reviewing the Chief Executive’s performance and remuneration,
including the performance incentive arrangements.

INTEGRITY COMMITTEE
CHAIRED BY MAURO BARSI
The Integrity Committee reviewed matters relating to our judicial
rules, individual licence person registration applications and other
matters of integrity for the Code. The Committee reviewed the
approach proposed by Management over the anabolic steroids and
microchipping positions taken by the Board.

Each of the Racing members of the Board has potential conflicts
of interest by virtue of their appointments process and the
stakeholders of their constituency. These potential conflicts are
all known around the Board table and the Board has taken the
approach that each member can speak to and on behalf of a specific
club on general Code issues. Specific club matters or requests to the
Board are required to be put in writing through Management.

INDUSTRY RELATIONSHIPS
In an effort to maintain functional relationships with the New
Zealand industry participants, the Board has the Code NZRB
representative (Thayne Green) attend its Board meetings.
Thayne receives a copy of the Board papers which are the basis
of this meeting.
Thayne has an open line of communication to the GRNZ Chairman
at any time on any matter.
The Board has a policy of active participation in Greyhounds
Australasia with attendance of its Chief Executive at their Board
meetings on a regular basis.
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STAT I STICS, RECO RD S A N D R ESULTS
SEASON RECORDS 2008/2009

INDUSTRY STATISTICS
NUMBER OF DOGS THAT ACTUALLY RACED DURING THE PAST12
MONTHS IN NEW ZEALAND (1 AUG - 31 JULY)

DISTANCE

GREYHOUND

TIME (DATE)

METRES PER SEC

1881

779m

NUMBER OF RACES RUN

CAMBRIDGE

Varvatos

46.15 (7/6/09)

16.88

4188 full tote
32 non tote

457m

Ava Appeal

25.20 (7/5/09)

18.13

650m

Teegan

37.05 (25/9/08)

NUMBER OF PUPS WHELPED IN NEW ZEALAND
AS WELL AS NUMBER OF LITTERS

WANGANUI

17.54

Diamond Zac

29.48 (19/9/08)

17.64

Sharimore

16.90 (28/12/08)

17.16

AUCKLAND

520m

93 litters whelped this season

WAIRARAPA

548 pups (271 female / 277 male)

290m

463 imports
NUMBER OF LICENCED PERSONS REGISTERED TO 31/7/2009
367 syndicate members
337 owners

SOUTHLAND
457m

Smash McCoy

25.84 (26/2/09)

17.69

630m

Winsome Bucks

36.60 (30/4/09)

17.16

DISTANCE

GREYHOUND

TIME (DATE)

METRES PER SEC
17.45

175 registered handlers
235 owner / trainer
52 owner / handler
NUMBER OF PUBLIC TRAINERS
104 public trainers

TRACK RECORDS (LAST UPDATED 31 JULY 2009)
DISTANCE

GREYHOUND

TIME (DATE)

METRES PER SEC

AUCKLAND

SOUTHLAND

318m

Mercy

18.02 (2007)

17.65

390m

Bionic Dream

22.35 (2009)

527m

Winsome Ashley

29.77 (2008)

17.70

457m

Smash McCoy

25.86 (2009)

17.69

603m

In Tom's Memory

34.97 (2008)

17.24

630m

Winsome Bucks

36.60 (2009)

17.21

779m

Varvatos

46.15 (2009)

16.88

WAIKATO

987m

Aqua Mouse

61.55 (2000)

16.04

375m

Blue Paragon

20.64 (2004)

18.17

527m (h)

Gone Troppo

32.15 (2003)

16.39

457m

Ava Appeal

25.20 (2009)

18.13

650m

Teegan

37.05 (2008)

17.54

Another Gale

16.84 (2007)

17.52

747m

Zippy Star

42.84 (2005)

17.44

520m

Miss Koonawarra

29.78 (2008)

17.46

457m (h)

Prince Zidane

27.00 (2005)

16.93

645m

Groovy Eye

37.75 (2007)

17.09

WAIRARAPA

732m

Emulate

43.09 (2007)

16.99

290m

Sharimore

16.90 (2008)

17.16

545m

Classy Guy

31.44 (2002)

17.33

CHRISTCHURCH
295m

MANAWATU
375m

Black Tie

21.09 (2008)

17.78

763m

Angel of Harlem

46.21 (2006)

16.51

457m

Starfire Boy

25.63 (2009)

17.83

545m (h)

Aranui Flash

33.11 (2007)

16.46

766m

Excused

44.12 (2007)

17.36

WANGANUI
305m

Punish

17.14 (2007)

17.79

310m

Homebush Lad

17.93 (2003)

17.29

520m

Diamond Zac

29.48 (2008)

17.64

545m

Starzan Bale

31.85 (2002)

17.11

645m

Mcdeebee

37.01 (2004)

17.43

770m

Winsome Dosh

46.93 (2007)

16.41

755m

Prince Toshack

44.23 (2005)

17.07

520m (h)

Aranui Flash

31.64 (2007)

16.43

OTAGO

GROUP RACE WINNERS FOR 2008 / 2009 SEASON
GROUP 1 WINNERS
CLUB

RACE NAME

Auckland GRC

WATERLOO CUP

STAKE: $

WINNER

Auckland GRC

PACIFIC SHEET & COIL (NZ) AUCKLAND CUP

Auckland GRC

COMMERCIAL PLUMBING DUKE OF EDINBURGH SILVER COLLAR

Christchurch GRC

2008 KINGSTON CUP

31,500

Scott No Track

Christchurch GRC

ADVANCE PET NUTRITION NEW ZEALAND STAYERS CUP

25,000

Varvatos

Christchurch GRC

2008 CHALLENGE SERVICE STATION'S NEW ZEALAND CUP

Christchurch GRC

STABLEMATE NEW ZEALAND OAKS

Manawatu GRC

GROUP 1 NANCY COBAIN MEMORIAL

31,500

Winsome Dosh

Waikato GRC

FIRST SOVEREIGN TRUST NEW ZEALAND DERBY

40,000

Johnny Midnight

Wanganui GRC

PUNTERS CORNER SPORTS BAR & TAB WANGANUI DISTANCE

25,000

Girl Leg

Wanganui GRC

FIRST SOVEREIGN TRUST SPION ROSE

40,000

Rockabye Lad

Wanganui GRC

NZ BREEDERS STAKES

25,000

Vireya

Wellington GRC

OPAWA RACING WELLINGTON CUP

31,500

Riddle Man

Wellington GRC

PELORUS TRUST NZ FUTURITY

25,000

Chile Tart

31,500

Magic Spike

120,000

Winsome Uno

75,000

Varvatos

120,000

Rockabye Lad

31,500

Winsome Uno

GROUP 2 WINNERS
CLUB

RACE NAME

Auckland GRC

FIRST SOVEREIGN TRUST RAILWAY SPRINT

STAKE: $

WINNER

Christchurch GRC

2008 FIRST SOVEREIGN TRUST GALAXY

25,000

Black Tie

Christchurch GRC

ADVANCE PET NUTRITION SOUTH ISLAND CHAMPIONSHIP

15,000

McCracken

20,000

Hifi Allegro

Christchurch GRC

BILLS BAR & BISTRO CANTERBURY FUTURITY STAKES

30,000

Know Question

Manawatu GRC

NORTH ISLAND CHALLENGE STAKES

15,750

Dreamy Haze

Southland GRC

FAR SOUTH CHALLENGE

15,750

Cosmic Zeus

Waikato GRC

TERRESSA MCDONALD CUP

15,000

Mr. Jazz

Waikato GRC

ANGUS WRIGHT MEMORIAL INTERISLANDER CHALLENGE

15,750

Tee Shirt

Wanganui GRC

DASH FOR CASH

15,750

Winsome Light

Wanganui GRC

WANGANUI STAYERS

15,750

Scott No Track

Christchurch GRC

STABLEMATE NEW ZEALAND ST LEGER

12,000

Winsome Merc

Auckland GRC

NZ SIRES PRODUCE STAKES

12,000

Hear the Cheers

WAGERING STATISTICS
2008 / 2009 SEASON
TURNOVER CATEGORIES

TURNOVER

NO. OF RACES

$

AVERAGE TURNOVER
PER RACE : $

NO. OF STARTERS
$

AVERAGE TURNOVER
PER STARTER

OFF-COURSE Domestic

111,507,644

4,149

26,876

32,402

3,441

Overseas

44,520,090

8,093

5,501

61,853

720

32,402

118

156,027,734
ON-COURSE

3,829,664

4,149

923

FOB

9,464,944

1,526

6,202

OFF-COURSE Domestic

108,771,647

3,956

27,495

30,964

3,513

Overseas

47,295,549

6,865

6,889

52,663

898

4,317,520

342

12,624
30,964

141

2007 / 2008 SEASON

Greyhound Pick 6 / Six Pack

160,384,716
ON-COURSE

4,373,359

3,956

1,106

FOB

7,735,913

1023

7,562

2006 / 2007 SEASON
OFF-COURSE Domestic

105,072,045

3,621

29,017

28,272

3,716

Overseas

25,415,065

3,262

7,791

25,115

1,012

3,180,220

281

11,318
28,272

137

Greyhound Pick 6 / Six Pack

133,667,330
ON-COURSE

3,860,192

3,621

1,066

FOB

5,887,068

929

6,337

MARKET SHARE OF TOTAL DOMESTIC TURNOVER
2008/2009 SEASON

2007/2008 SEASON

2006/2007 SEASON

2005/2006 SEASON

14.21%

13.67%

13.39%

12.54%
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C LUB S A N D V EN U ES
ASHBURTON COUNTY GREYHOUND RACING CLUB
PRESIDENT: Bruce Dann SECRETARY: Judy Blackburn
Chertsey Domain, Ashburton, PO Box 17, Rakaia, T: (03) 303 5172, F: (03) 303 5172
AUCKLAND GREYHOUND RACING CLUB (MANUKAU)
PRESIDENT: Phil Green (09) 232 7754 SECRETARY: Robert Death 021 255 9666
Manukau Sports Bowl, Te Irirangi Drive, Manukau City, PO Box 76063, Manukau City
T: (09) 263 7077, A/H: (09) 620 5511, F: (09) 263 7079, E: greyhound@clear.net.nz
CHRISTCHURCH GREYHOUND RACING CLUB (ADDINGTON)
CHAIRMAN: Geoff McKenzie SECRETARY: Tony Music
Addington Raceway, Jack Hinton Drive, Christchurch, PO Box 9403, Addington
T: (03) 338 6145, A/H: (03) 383 0187, F: (03) 338 6148, Mob: 027 431 0117
E: chch.greyhounds@xtra.co.nz, www.christchurchgreyhounds.co.nz
MANAWATU GREYHOUND RACING CLUB
PRESIDENT: John Gommans SECRETARY: Ashoka Pandey
Manawatu Raceway, Pioneer Highway, Palmerston North, PO Box 4427, Palmerston North 4442
T: (06) 355 0784, F: (06) 355 0785, Mob: 021 670 155, E: mgrc@xtra.co.nz
OTAGO GREYHOUND RACING CLUB
PRESIDENT: John Guthrie SECRETARY: John Carlyle
Forbury Park Raceway, Victoria Road, St. Kilda, Dunedin, PO Box 2396, Dunedin
T: (03) 455 5355, F: (03) 455 5351, A/H: (03) 488 4054, E: ogrc@xtra.co.nz

AUCKLAND (MANUKAU)

SOUTHLAND GREYHOUND RACING CLUB
PRESIDENT: Paul Conner SECRETARY: Mervyn Eade
107 - 113 Racecourse Road, Invercargill, Box 1589, Invercargill
T: (03) 218 7754, F: (03) 218 7046, E: meade@woosh.co.nz

WAIKATO & DISTRICTS

TOKOROA

TARANAKI GREYHOUND RACING CLUB
PRESIDENT: Peter Taylor SECRETARY: Alan Frost
Burnside Showgrounds, Burnside Ave, Hawera, PO Box 100, Stratford
T: (06) 765 5560, F: (06) 765 5560, E: frost-bite@xtra.co.nz

TARANAKI

TOKOROA GREYHOUND RACING CLUB
PRESIDENT: Michael Lozell SECRETARY: Maxine Lozell
C/- Maxine Lozell, 23 Tarapunga Place, Tokoroa |
T: (07) 886 4312, F: (07) 886 4312, E: tokoroagrc@hotmail.com

WANGANUI
MANAWATU

WAIRARAPA

WAIKATO & DISTRICTS GREYHOUND RACING CLUB (CAMBRIDGE)
PRESIDENT: Peter Henley SECRETARY: Robert Death c/- Auckland GRC
Cambridge Raceway, Taylor Street, Cambridge, PO Box 419, Cambridge
T: (07) 823 5509, F: (07) 827 5398, E: waikatogreyhounds@xtra.co.nz
RACING SECRETARY: Kerry Wells
T: (07) 827 5506, A/H: (07) 825 6500, F: (07) 827 5398
E: kerry@cambridgeraceway.co.nz

WELLINGTON

WAIRARAPA GREYHOUND RACING CLUB
PRESIDENT: Gary Caffell SECRETARY: Ann Elers
Solway Showgrounds, Judds Road, Masterton, PO Box 852, Masterton
T: (06) 376 8204, F: (06) 376 6887, E: sidssonlodge@xtra.co.nz

CHRISTCHURCH

ASHBURTON

WANGANUI GREYHOUND RACING CLUB (HATRICK)
PRESIDENT: Kevin Benson SECRETARY: Venessa Trass
Hatrick Raceway, Sarjeant Street, Wanganui, PO Box 854, Wanganui
T: (06) 343 1094, F: (06) 343 1092, E: venessa.alan@xtra.co.nz
WELLINGTON GREYHOUND RACING CLUB
CHAIRMAN: David Scott SECRETARY: Joan Bates
PO Box 38 369, Wellington Mail Centre
T: (04) 567-7038, A/H: (04) 567 2829
F: (04) 567-7039
E: wgtngreyhounds@paradise.net.nz

OTAGO

SOUTHLAND

AB OUT THE VEN U ES
ASHBURTON

TARANAKI

Chertsey Domain is the home of the Ashburton County
Greyhound Racing Club. No totalisator race meetings are held
at this venue but the club conducts a small number of race
meetings which are hosted by larger totalisator Clubs. The rural
based Club has long been a production line for breeding, trialling
and training of quality greyhounds.

Burnside Showgrounds is the home of the Taranaki Greyhound
Racing Club. Taranaki is one of the oldest Greyhound Racing Clubs
in New Zealand. No totalisator race meetings are held
at this venue, with the Club conducting an annual two day
Easter non-totalisator race meeting. Taranaki also run a
totalisator race meeting at Wanganui. The rural based Club has
long been a production line for breeding, trialling and training of
quality greyhounds.

AUCKLAND
Long-standing Club with purpose built, stand alone venue. The
first Club in New Zealand to install a sand/loam racing surface.
Hosts a number of the Code’s flagship races including the time
honoured Duke of Edinburgh Silver Collar and the high profile
Auckland Cup.

CHRISTCHURCH
The largest Club in the country, the Christchurch Club’s base
(shared with Harness) at Addington Raceway is an excellent
facility for participants and enthusiasts alike and plays host to a
number of the Code’s glamour events such as the NZ Cup, the
NZ Oaks, the Kingston Cup and the sport’s new profile
race, the Topgun. It is often said that it takes a ‘strong dog’ to
win at Addington.

MANAWATU
Located at Manawatu Raceway, a facility shared with the local
Harness Club, the new, big, roomy, one-turn track is cambered
and boasts transitional bends which provide an ideal platform for
strong greyhounds. The locally sourced sand-and-loam further
enhances the safety of the canine athletes. Situated in an area
that is a hotbed of greyhound activity, the Club races over fifty
times a season and hosts the Group One Nancy Cobain Memorial
for the elite distance greyhounds. along with the Group Two
North Island Challenge Stakes and the Manawatu Cup for the
best middle distance runners.

OTAGO
Located at one of the country’s oldest racing venues, Forbury
Park, the Club provides a real community feel to its racing
product. Consistently providing one of the Code’s best racing
surfaces, the Club frequently plays host to visitors bringing their
charges to race from both North (Canterbury) and
South (Southland).

SOUTHLAND
Situated at Ascot Park, the only tri-code (all three racing codes)
venue in New Zealand, the Southland Club has also recently
converted its racing surface from grass to loam. The track
provides all greyhounds competing with an ‘even chance at the
spoils’ and the surface itself, with the beautiful sand sourced
from a nearby beach, is very ‘kind’ to all competing greyhounds.
Another Club with a real emphasis on ‘local flavour’ and
encouragement in participation.

TOKOROA
Mossop Road is the home of the Tokoroa Greyhound Racing Club.
No totalisator race meetings are held at this venue but the
Club conducts a small number of race meetings which are
hosted by larger totalisator Clubs. The rural based Club has long
been a production line for breeding, trialling and training of
quality greyhounds.

WAIKATO & DISTRICTS
This club shares its dual Code racing venue at Cambridge
Raceway with the Harness Code. It provides a big, sweeping, oneturn track configuration, renowned for producing the country’s
fastest race times. Home of the NZ Derby, a classic event for
restricted age greyhounds.

WAIRARAPA
Solway Park is the sole remaining grass racing surface for
the greyhound Code in this country and is an idyllic location.
Traditionally a popular venue for the educating and trialling of
young greyhounds, the Club also hosts a number of ‘picnic’ type
race meetings each season with much emphasis placed on family
attendance and interaction with attendees.

WANGANUI
Another of the Code’s stand alone racing venues, Hatrick
Raceway has recently been the ‘pulse’ of greyhound racing in the
Central Districts region, hosting in excess of 80 race meetings
each season. A tight circuit combined with a fast racing surface
contribute to all-action race viewing, both on course and via
Trackside. The Club hosts such significant events as the NZ
Breeders' Stakes, the Wanganui Distance and the Spion Rose.

WELLINGTON
The Wellington Greyhound Racing Club has a proud history with
the first non-tote racing meeting held at Hutt Park Raceway on
Saturday 28 August 1976. The first race was won by Bluey &
Curly for prize money of $25. While Hutt Park Raceway no longer
exists the Club remains dedicated to greyhound racing. The
Club conducts five race meetings of which one is run at Solway,
Masterton and four at Hatrick Raceway, Wanganui.
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GREYHOUND RACING NEW ZEALAND

SUMMARISED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 JULY 2009

NZRB Distributions
GRNZ Subscriptions & Levies
Other Income

2009

2008

$000

$000

19,899

22,695

147

168

671

650

20,717

23,513

Clubs Funding

5,871

9.474

Stakes and Owners Returns

8,638

6,537

Racing Related Costs

3,729

3,887

TOTAL REVENUE

Greyhound Adoption Programme
Other Administrative Costs
TOTAL EXPENSES
NET SURPLUS FOR THE YEAR

146

166

1,676

2,557

20,060

22,621

657

892

GREYHOUND RACING NEW ZEALAND

SUMMARISED STATEMENT OF MOVEMENTS IN EQUITY
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 JULY 2009
2009

2008

$000

$000

Balance at Start of Year

2,322

1,430

Net Surplus for the Year

657

892

2,979

2,322

EQUITY AT END OF YEAR

GREYHOUND RACING NEW ZEALAND

SUMMARISED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
AS AT 31 JULY 2009

ACCUMULATED SURPLUSES

2009

2008

$000

$000

2,979

2,322

2,237

2,233

296

221

Represented by:
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash & Cash Equivalents
Receivables
Inventory & Prepayments
Total Current Assets

33

70

2,656

2,524

594

660

NON CURRENT ASSETS
Loans & Advances
Fixed Assets

1,151

500

Total Non Current Assets

1,745

1,160

TOTAL ASSETS

4,401

3,684

Less:
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Trade Accounts Payable

556

564

Other Payables

206

138

NZRB Loan
Total Current Liabilities

66

660

828

1,362

NON CURRENT LIABILITIES
NZRB Loan

594

Total Non Current Liabilities

594

TOTAL LIABILITIES

1,422

1,362

NET ASSETS

2,979

2,322

Summarised financial reports were authorised by the Board on 21 September 2009.

T B Deed

J F Kennerley

Chairman

Chief Executive
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GREYHOUND RACING NEW ZEALAND

SUM M ARISED S TATEMENT OF C ASH F L OWS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 JULY 2009
2009

2008

$000

$000

20,596

22,277

101

153

(13,967)

(15,491)

(5,909)

(5,676)

821

1,263

0

680

(727)

(493)

OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Cash was Provided from:
NZRB Distributions & Other Income
Interest Received
Cash was Disbursed to:
Payments to Clubs
Payments to Suppliers and Employees
NET CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Cash was Provided from:
Receipt of Loans & Advances
Cash was Applied to:
Purchase of Fixed Assets
Advance to Club

0

(660)

(727)

(473)

94

790

Add Opening Cash and Cash Equivalents

2,233

1,443

ENDING CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

2,327

2,233

NET CASH FLOWS FROM/(USED IN) INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Net Increase in Cash Held

A summary of the Greyhound Racing New Zealand’s (the
Association’s) audited financial statements for the year ended
31 July 2009 is shown in the Financial Summary section of
this annual report. The summary financial statements have
been prepared in accordance with FRS-43 summary financial
statements.
The full financial statements have been prepared in accordance
with generally accepted accounting practice, as appropriate
to entities that qualify for and apply differential reporting
concessions, and were authorised by the Board on 21
September 2009. The comparative 2008 reporting relates to
the 16 month period ending 31 July 2008.
The summary financial statements are presented in
New Zealand dollars.
The audited summarised financial statements detailed on
pages 29 to 31 are additional to, but have been extracted from
Greyhound Racing New Zealand’s full financial statements of
21 September 2009, which are available from the Association’s
offices.

The summary financial statements cannot be expected to provide
as complete an understanding as provided by the full financial
statements of the financial performance, financial position and
cash flows of the Association.
The summarised financial statements should be read in conjunction
with the statement of accounting policies and notes to the full
audited financial statements.
The auditor has examined the summary financial report for
consistency with the audited financial statements and has issued
an unqualified opinion.

SP ONSO RS HIP AN D S U PP ORT

Consistent with previous periods, during the year the greyhound racing Code in its
entirety interacted with numerous individuals, organisations and businesses. Again this
has resulted in continued growth in the Code through these sponsorships and other
supportive relationships. The level of support is significant to the industry and certainly
does make a difference.
The year to 31 July 2009 was a difficult period due to the tough economic conditions
and the increasingly unsettled political environment in which gaming trusts had to
operate. As such it makes it all the more pleasing that individuals and organisations
chose to stand by their support of this industry.
So on behalf of the greyhound racing industry and all its clubs and supporters,
Greyhound Racing New Zealand wishes to formally record its acknowledgment of
the financial assistance and other support that has been received from a range of
individuals, businesses and trusts. It needs to be expressly stated that this support is
gratefully received and sincerely appreciated by all recipients.

ON BEHALF OF THE CODE, GRNZ
WISHES TO FORMALLY RECORD ITS
APPRECIATION TOWARDS ALL THE
INDUSTRY’S SUPPORTERS

COVER PHOTO: PHOTOSPORT ALL OTHER PHOTOGRARPHS: E CATE MARSHALL
E CATE MARSHALL PHOTOGRAPHER T: +64 210 222 5913 CATE@ECATEMARSHALL.COM WWW.ECATEMARSHALL.COM
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NZ GREYHOUND OF THE YEAR

PIZZA GIRL
OWNED BY NEBOJSA DAMJANOVIC OF AUSTRALIA
AND TRAINED BY JOHN McINERNEY OF DARFIELD

NZ HURDLER OF THE YEAR

ARANUI FLASH
OWNED & TRAINED BY CAROL MORRIS
OF WOODVILLE

NZ SPRINTER OF THE YEAR

PIZZA GIRL
OWNED BY NEBOJSA DAMJANOVIC OF AUSTRALIA
AND TRAINED BY JOHN McINERNEY OF DARFIELD

NZ MIDDLE DISTANCE GREYHOUND OF THE YEAR

WINSOME ASHLEY
OWNED BY PAVE THE WAY SYNDICATE AND
TRAINED BY DAVE & JEAN FAHEY OF BALCAIRN

NZ DISTANCE GREYHOUND OF THE YEAR

WINSOME DOSH
OWNED BY OPAWA RACING LTD
AND TRAINED BY DAVE & JEAN FAHEY

DAM OF THE YEAR

WINSOME DUCHESS
OWNED BY OPAWA RACING LTD

SIRE OF THE YEAR

BIG DADDY COOL
STEVAN JANJIC OF AUSTRALIA

NZ BRED GREYHOUND OF THE YEAR

LONGFORD ANNIE
OWNED BY LES PETTIFER & GRAHAM PALMER
AND TRAINED BY PHIL GREEN OF POKENO

YOUNG ACHIEVER OF THE YEAR WINNER

STU BARBER
FINALISTS: STU BARBER, ANGELA UDY,
JAKE WOOLSTON-BELL

PERSONALITY OF THE YEAR WINNER

DAVE FAHEY
FINALISTS - BARRY LICHTER, DAVE FAHEY, DAVID McCARTHY

YOUTH AWARD WINNER

DAVID VOYCE
FINALISTS - ANGELA UDY, DAVID VOYCE, COREY STEELE

NZ STRIKE RATE TRAINER OF THE YEAR

DAVE & JEAN FAHEY

NZ TRAINER OF THE YEAR

JOHN McINERNEY

GREYHOUND RACING NEW ZEALAND
LIFE MEMBER INDUCTEES

THAYNE GREEN
JOHN McARTHUR

HALL OF FAME INDUCTEES

MISTY ANNA
CECILIA LLOYD

GREYHOUND RACING NEW ZEALAND LIFE MEMBER

GREYHOUND RACING NEW ZEALAND LIFE MEMBER

THAYNE GREEN

JOHN McARTHUR

2008 GREYHOUND OF THE YEAR

PIZZA GIRL WITH TEAM McINERNEY
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NZ BRED GREYHOUND OF THE YEAR

GRAHAM PALMER AND LES PETTIFER

MIDDLE DISTANCE GREYHOUND OF THE YEAR

ALAN SULLIVAN OF
PAVE THE WAY SYNDICATE

YOUNG ACHIEVER
OF THE YEAR WITH

GUEST SPEAKER

DICK TAYLER

HURDLER OF THE YEAR

WAYNE & CAROL MORRIS

STU BARBER
WITH JEREMY F
KENNERLEY
(CHIEF EXECUTIVE)

DISTANCE GREYHOUND OF THE YEAR

OPAWA RACING LIMITED

DAM OF THE YEAR

YOUTH AWARD WINNER

DAVID VOYCE

GRAEME CAMPBELL, RONALD
TODD AND ROBIN WALES
(OPAWA RACING LTD)

STRIKE RATE TRAINER OF THE YEAR

JEAN FAHEY WITH
GRAEME HANSEN
(CEO NZRB)

GREYHOUND OF THE YEAR

PIZZA GIRL

PLATINUM PAWS WINNER 2008: SIZE CAN MATTER

PERSONALITY OF THE YEAR

JULIE EDMONSON AND REG KAY
WITH TREVOR DEED (CHAIRMAN)

DAVE FAHEY
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